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ABOUT 
CLIMATE SOLVER
While the political will to tackle climate change is on the decline - as 
evident from the failure of the UNFCCC to arrest the rise of global carbon 
emissions - the will of creative and energetic entrepreneurs working in 
the field of climate innovation is growing.  This highlights the potential of 
climate innovations and the requirements to secure their deployment and 
speed and scale.

Climate innovations are usually associated with mitigation activities but 
infrastructure that enables more renewables and energy access solutions, 
as well as innovative financial services that can scale these to market  
faster, also constitute climate innovation.

While the global market for clean technology manufacturing doubled be-
tween 2008 and 2011, and while 2011 was a record year for global renew-
ables investment ($317 billion), subsequent years have shown an invest-
ment decline. Nevertheless, it is anticipated that there will be a longer 
term increase in global investments in the industry, particularly in China, 
India and Latin America, which are already increasing their contributions. 
Rapid cost-cutting achieved in part through recent innovation in key re-
newables sectors will instill confidence for increased investments towards 
more innovative products and services. Acknowledging the key role that 
new technology has to play in ensuring the transition from a high- fos-
sil-fuel economy to a renewable energy economy is irrefutable.

The Climate Solver platform explicitly acknowledges the critical role that 
emerging cleantech business should play in driving the transition from a 
high- fossil-fuel economy to a clean, renewable energy economy through 
innovation, using business opportunities – products, systems and services 
– to reduce climate impact and also address wasteful consumption and 
poverty, create jobs, increase access to energy, and reduce emissions.

KNOW US BETTER



WHY LAUNCH 
CLIMATE SOLVER
South Africa is one of the largest economies in Africa, a member of BRICS 
and part of the G20 Group. But it is also the one of the world’s unequal soci-
eties with a Gini Coefficient of 0.64; a country where one in four people lack 
access to electricity , and where unemployment sits between 25 – 36 per cent.  
It is also the tenth largest emitter of carbon dioxide in the world and is an  
energy intensive economy with a high reliance on fossil fuels largely owing 
to an abundance of coal. Coal accounts for 77% of the total primary energy 
mix and 95% of the electricity generation capacity in the country. The energy 
sector is the single largest source of GHG emissions, accounting for about 
89% of the country’s total emissions. South Africa is accordingly faced with 
the dilemma of simultaneously reducing its emissions by diversification of its  
energy sources and weaning itself with its dependency on fossil fuels, while 
also addressing the prevalent energy poverty. 

In spite of government policies and instruments aimed at supporting  
innovation and R&D, e.g. the National System of Innovation (NSI), 
Department of Science & Technology, Technology Innovation Agency (TIA), 
and  Research and Development Tax Incentives for companies, South Africa 
scores badly on international innovation indexes. 

While the findings of the latest Global Innovation Index (2014) rate South Af-
rica 53rd, up five places from 58th in 2013, the country scores below average 
in terms of innovation efficiency. This is attributed to the country’s failure to 
retain highly productive researchers and innovators. With reference to 
innovation in the clean technology sector in particular, South Africa is ranked 
29th in Cleantech and WWF’s Cleantech Innovation Index – the 2013  
Factor Table. 

In light of this, any platform that stimulates and support innovation, could 
bring added benefits, provided that it communicates effectively and is able to 
influence and strengthen enabling conditions with regards to national inno-
vation systems. Of particular importance is to provide  support productive 
interactions among innovation actors – firms, the public sector, academia 
and society – in modern innovation ecosystems.  It is these linkages that the 
WWF SA Climate Solver Platform wants to encourage and support.

GET INFORMED

In South Africa



THE
CLIMATE SOLVERS

Climate Solvers are small and medium-sized enterprises that are 
characterised as innovative firms with the potential to become leaders  
in South Africa and the world in tackling climate change. 
They are selected as Climate Solvers based on their development of 
cutting-edge technologies  that:

• contribute to reducing carbon emissions; or 
• enabling energy access through sustainable clean energy solutions. 

They have robust business plans for their proprietary technology and 
ambitions for large scale deployment of their climate innovation, both 
nationally and globally.

Who are South Africa Climate Solvers?



CLIMATE SOLVERS
PARTNERS

Climate Solver Partners are stakeholders like innovation incubators, 
industrial associations, financial and academic institutions, impact investors 
and business networks that play an important role in helping and supporting 
local small- and medium-sized enterprises in enhancing their climate 
innovation solutions.

• Develop a long term partnership with WWF-SA and contribute towards 
 global efforts to mitigate climate change.
• Opportunity to provide added value to member companies and enterprises 
 to communicate effectively and improve network outreach within the field 
 of climate innovation.
• Enhance visibility of the Partner’s organisation/s.
• Opportunity to channel recommendations for climate innovation 
 deployment to key decision-makers via WWF.

• Nominate climate entrepreneurs in one of the two categories - emission  
 reduction of increased energy access - to the Climate Solver platform in  
 accordance with the specified criteria - .
• Help ensure a high level of quality and credibility throughout the Climate  
 Solver selection process, e.g. facilitate data collection and evaluation of the 
 climate innovations potential for submitted nominations.
• Through participation in formal and informal ways contribute experience 
 and views on the development and dissemination of climate innovations.
• Contribute in expanding the outreach of Climate Solver by sharing the in
 formation with relevant stakeholders.
• Facilitate access to resources for climate entrepreneurs

• WWF SA and Climate Solver Partners will identify potential Climate Solvers. 
• WWF SA will also directly reach out to companies for nominations.
• Based on a WWF calculation methodology and expert independent evaluations,   
 Climate Solvers will be selected and awarded on an annual basis.
• In an effort to catalyse an enabling environment for climate innovations, WWF will 
 communicate the potential of awarded Climate Solver technologies as well as the 
 problems faced by the low carbon innovative SMEs (visit www.climatesolver. org for 
 details).
• WWF will have further discussions with the Climate Solver Partners to identify the 
 major challenges and suitable measures for promoting low carbon technologies and   
 enabling energy access.

Who are Climate Solver Partners?

Benefits

Responsibilities

PLATFORM 
PROCESS

GET INFORMED



CLIMATE SOLVER
NOMINEES
• Increase the visibility and credibility of the company as a climate innovation leader,  
 with potential to become a green pioneer in the sector.
• Opportunities for networking and attracting support from potential partners.
• Expand the outreach in existing market space and improve business opportunities.
• Enhanced exposure through communication tools such as films, website, etc.

• The company is in post-pilot stage. Its low carbon innovative technology 
 (and supporting system/process) must be available to the market, even though it  
 may have a small market share.
• The company must own its low carbon innovative technology; either it has 
 intellectual property rights (IPR) or has a legal agreement with the holder of the  
 IPR, preferably in the technology field of Energy, Living, Moving or other enabling  
 products and services.
• The technology (and supporting /system/process) should be able from 2022   
 onwards to 
 • deliver carbon emissions reduction above 20 million tonnes per year, or
 • substantially contribute to improved energy access
• The company must have a clear and robust business plan focusing on further 
 development and promotion of its innovation.
• The company must have good communication capacity and a professional website  
 (which may be linked to the international website: www.climatesolver.org).

• Accept and facilitate the evaluation carried out by WWF-SA and the expert panel, to  
 assess the potential of carbon emissions reduction and/or improved energy access  
 of its technology in the global market.
• Be willing to share experience with others including the participants of Climate  
 Solver and attend at least one of the public activities organised by WWF-SA in the  
 year that it is selected as a Climate Solver
• Agree to follow the branding and promotion rules of WWF-SA.

Benefits:

Requirements

Obligations

GET INFORMED

ACTIVITY
PROFILE

Identification and agreement with Climate 
Solver Partners

October 2014 WWF -SA

Call for nominations November 2014 to 30 
January 2015

WWF –SA and Climate Solver Partners

Nominations submitted 30 January 2015 Climate Solver Partners/companies

Initial screening and selection January 2015 WWF -SA

Calculation of CO2 / Energy Access 
Potential

January/February 2015 WWF-SA (with external technical support)

Final selection of Climate Solver February 2015 WWF-SA and Expert Panel

Agreement with Climate Solver 
Companies

February/March 2015 WWF-SA

Produce presentations(web, film) March 2015 WWF-SA and selected Climate Solvers 
(with external support)

Award Ceremony April 2015 WWF –SA, Climate Solver Partners, 
Climate Solvers, Expert Panel, and other 
key stakeholders

Promotion of Climate Solvers On-going On-going



HOW TO BECOME 
A WWF CLIMATE 
SOLVER?

JOIN US

Nominations should be submitted electronically to lscholtz@wwf.org.za or tmthembu@

wwf.org.za in the form of a brief business plan for selection by WWF-South Africa and 

the expert panel.

The business plan must include (maximum 3 000 words): 

• Name of the company, its owners and key staff.

• The name of the innovative technology/system or process, as well as a description of  

 the current development status (e.g. R&D stage, prototype, market entry, expansion).

• The financial demands of the company and the stage of next investment being 

 pursued (angel investment, venture capital or equity investment).

• The company’s location and target market space, and potential geographical sphere  

 and global beneficiaries of the technology/energy solution.

• A brief plan of future development, promotion and diffusion.

• Current and future challenges for the company.

• Complete and submit the Preliminary Assessment spread sheet 

 (available on the Climate Solver webpage: www.wwf.org.za/climatesolver)

Key for the company is to demonstrate the following:
1. The performance of the innovative technology based on indicators such as energy  

 efficiency, use of renewable energy, reduction or elimination of emissions etc, that  

 can be verified by a third party.

 or

2. The current achievements and the future potential for enhancing energy access  

 through adoption of sustainable clean energy solutions.



CONTACT

For more information about Climate Solvers and how to 

partner with WWF-SA contact:

Louise Scholtz

lscholtz@wwf.org.za

Thabo Mthembu

tmthembu@wwf.org.za

021 657 6600

www.climatesolver.org  

www.wwf.org.za/climatesolver 


